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Dear Reader,
It's Cancer season, baby! Summer Solstice! My birthday! A bunch of people's birthdays! Heightened
sensitivity! Heat! Get your pinchers out, my fellow crying crabs, cause it's go time.
Cancer season isn't just my fave because of my birthday. In fact, I love it more for the weather. I
live and breathe dense, humid air that makes my hair turn into a lion's mane (perfect for the
upcoming Leo season.) I carry my Chiron in Cancer, and I am sitting in the 7th and 8th houses
with my placements, so needless to say, it's a real moody time for me. The more I have come to
realize the correlations between my astrological placements and the zodiac seasons, the more I
can foresee the lessons that may be ahead for me or where I can truly shine in the face of
challenges. That's sort of my view on Cancer energy, depending on where you carry it. It can
sometimes feel dense and highly (overwhelmingly) emotional if you play into the stereotypes too
much. Which a Cancer sun totally would do for attention and validation, but then pretend like
that's not what they wanted.
For me, Cancer energy plays out with my empathy and the maternal, nurturing energy I have
often been known for. But perhaps, the best thing to point out is that when we rely too much on
our sun signs as the definitive of who we are, we neglect our well-roundedness and get
pigeonholed into roles that don't quite suit us. I am equally as independent as I am nurturing and
equally as levelheaded as I am moody. But yes, most definitely, my intuitiveness comes from my
water elements, and my emotional intelligence reigns supreme because of my Cancerian (and
Piscean and Scorpio) energies.
This issue is a bit of a switch-up because, let's face it, it's summer, and I want to be outside,
where my laptop often cannot go. Contributors are changing and flexing their creative muscles,
and I am finding new ways to integrate my passion for highlighting ethical businesses in different
ways. So this issue, we focus on water, nurturing ourselves and our brands and allowing ourselves
that flexibility to evolve as we head out of adaptive Gemini energy and into the ooey-gooey comfort
of Cancer, crossing over during the Summer Solstice.
Love, Emma
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"I FEEL"
Cancer is the nurturing mama with a mood that just
won't quit. Ruled by the Moon and the 4th house of
family and foundations, security and a sense of
home really matter to the crab. Cancers can be
'technically' emotionally volatile if they don't
channel their energies properly or don't get
embarrassed by being big feelers. They carry a
somewhat protective urge, but if hurt over time,
that protection can go around their own hearts,
making for a challenge. You will notice your soft
spots depending on where you have Cancerian
energy in your chart. Get comfortable with them
and learn that sensitivity is a superpower.
Crystals: Ametrine, Blue Lace Agate, Chrysocolla, Moonstone
Herbs/Plants: Aloe, Angelica, Chamomile, Dandelion, Lemon
Balm
Food/Flavours: Cucumber, Ginger, Sourdough, Fresh Berries
Flowers: Delphinium, Larkspur, Rose, Water lily
Fragrances: Amber, Ocean Mist, Peach, Pineapple, Vanilla
Activities: Baking, Swimming, Office Designing

Midheaven, 10th House of Career
It would be best if you related emotionally to whatever you do. Finding a role that is
based on compassion is a great idea for those with Cancer Midheaven. However, you
connect to the meaning of compassion, understanding and care. Whether it's for other
people, animals, or the environment, you need to carve out your way of being able to
support and give. Nurturing projects is a great way to view your work and how you
flow, much like the element of water. Allow yourself to be led by your emotions just
enough to connect with whatever your purpose is and how it relates to the task at
hand in every moment. This ability to link and create a foundation for your work is
crucial. Learn to trust your instincts and bring in your mental power to balance your
emotions to be a great leader, collaborator or employee.

carolinachanis.com

@themuchnessparty

ETHICAL
BUSINESS

Water Conservancy

Our Overconsumption:
Long showers and baths
Overwatering lawns
Leaving the faucet running
while we brush our teeth or do
the dishes
Small dishwasher or laundry
loads
Washing cars with fresh water
Leaky pipes
Food waste

carolinachanis.com

"Be Water, My Friend.
Empty your mind.
Be formless, shapeless, like
water.
You put water into a cup, it
becomes the cup.
You put water into a bottle, it
becomes the bottle.
You put it into a teapot, it
becomes the teapot.
Now water can flow or it can
crash.
Be water, my friend."
-Bruce Lee

@themuchnessparty

gololess.com

@gololess

Water Focused Entrepreneurs
We at THE WHEEL have the good fortune of knowing some entrepreneurs currently living abroad in Bali and
Costa Rica, respectively, focusing on water-related businesses. These entrepreneurs spend most of their time in or on
the water, evolving with their brands. Opting for these life-changing experiences, they are understanding the healing
properties of water, how it can be better conserved, and valued as not just a commodity, but a life force. we look forward
to tracking and supporting their journeys.

AMANDA HORN,
LOLESS BLUE BEAUTY CO.
Product or Service: Waterless personal care
Website: www.gololess.com
Instagram: @gololess
Mission: Create the next wave of eco-conscious consumers
and reduce the impact of our personal care routines on the
earth's most precious resource, the ocean.
Water Mandate:
SUSTAINABILITY + SOCIAL IMPACT and
CONSERVATION + EDUCATION
Waterless is the next wave to help conserve our blue planet. No
matter where in the world you are, we need the ocean to sustain
life on earth and be more conscious of our impact on it. Get ready
to #gololess and use less water, less plastic and create less waste.

How do You Connect with Water?
I find I'm more creative and feel more connected to myself and
those around me when I actively spend time on or in the water.
cold baths, ice dips and breathwork deepened my connection to
myself and my community, while scuba diving and freediving
remind me how small we are and part of something much bigger
than ourselves. I feel a great sense of purpose, calm and
dedication derived from my love and passion for water in all its
forms.

How does Water Inspire Your Business'
Purpose?
Our everyday actions and beauty decisions impact the
ocean. Whether it's something we put on our skin or
dispose of, it will end up going down the drain or
through the waste management system and often lead
to water pollution and plastic pollution. We need
water, and a world without one would be so
inconvenient. Loless will first launch a waterless shave
gel and use it as a platform to raise awareness of the
inconvenience caused by not having access to water.
Whether you're looking to adopt an everyday ecoconscious routine, or need a quickie shave on the go,
now you can enjoy a soothing dry shave experience
reducing your water consumption and impact on our
systems.

What initiatives does your business take or plan to take?
Inspiring consumers to adopt and create eco-friendly self-care rituals, Loless is a social enterprise personal care start-up
rooted in sustainability, social impact and education. We are waterless in manufacturing and use. We refuse single-use
packaging and have opted for sustainable options made from post-consumer, ocean-bound recycled materials with refillable
options.

Fave Sea Creature?
Octopus!
They are so smart
and can
shape-shift.

guidedawakening.ca

@guidedawakening

Water Focused Entrepreneurs
RACQUEL BOURQUE,
GUIDED AWAKENING
Product or Service: Kangen Water distribution & online
business mentorship
Website: www.guidedawakening.ca
Instagram: @guidedawakening
Check out Racquel's free water course here.
Mission: Help people improve the quality of their drinking
water and, therefore, their life.
Water Mandate:
Humans are 99% water on a molecular level. We are living
bodies of water. The source of our water is crucial for our
health & longevity.
How do You Connect with Water?
I am happiest in water. I could spend all of my time swimming,
snorkeling, kayaking, and stand-up paddle boarding. I love it. I
hydrate and shower my body with the best water for optimal
health.
How does Water Inspire Your Business' Purpose?
My business focuses on helping people access to water that
changes their life. It brings their body back into homeostasis
and allows for deep healing on many levels.
What initiatives does your business take or plan to take?
We educate our audience on what healing looks like & how to
start taking action in their own lives. We share water from our
machines & do beach cleanups to help fight the plastic crisis
and ocean pollution.
Fave Sea Creature? Sea Turtles or Dolphins!

Companies to follow:
@UnitedbyBlue
@LondreBodywear
@LykkePools
@Biossance

Charities and Foundations to
What can you do?
Know:
Little things everyday and be
CEOWaterMandate.org
aware of how you use water.
charitywater.org
Check out these to learn more!
Cousteau.org
oceana.org
water.org

consciouseconomics.ca

THE 2ND
HOUSE
REPORT
Leveraging the way in which you relate to the
economy and how to make more money through your
creative and holistic passions.
If you have Cancer as your second house ruler, you
are a natural nurturer who values caring and helping
others and yourself. With this placement, one of your
most important material possessions is likely your
home, as Cancer is a homebody that loves to create a
safe and sacred space for themselves and their
families. With Cancer in the second house, you may
be sensitive and emotional about finances, but this
doesn’t mean that you aren’t goal-orientated when it
comes to money. In fact, Cancer can be very driven to
succeed materially, but the root of that drive is
typically more about security and safety rather than
just being rich. It is also likely that this placement
will have an impact on your emotional attachment to
your possessions and money. When you have Cancer
here, you like to hold on to things and accumulate
possessions that hold a sentimental value. When it
comes to investing, this native is much more drawn
to putting their resources towards helping others.
They are anxious about any high-risk investments
and tend to keep things stable and predictable. It is
also common for this individual to earn money
through a family business or something connected to
their maternal influences. The most important thing
to be aware of if you have Cancer in the second house
is not obsessively worrying about money and
possessions – sometimes, these natives can get
preoccupied with their emotional need for security,
becoming too attached to the material realm. The
security you need is always found within yourself,
and you know this deep down.

@consciouseconomics

A New Economy
for Cancer
BY
RHIANNON
ROSALIND
Creative + Holistic Career Choices &
Advice – Midheaven Report
Cancer rulership in the second house most
often has a Pisces Midheaven placement in the
10th house of career, reputation, public image,
goals and ambition. You are creative, intuitive,
emotional, and innovative with the double
water element here. You will do best when you
work amongst close and loving people who
have an equal desire to help and heal the
world. It could be very likely that you work
with friends and family or work from home or
another nurturing environment. You lead with
your heart and have natural healing and
psychic gifts. Your depth of feeling is powerful
and can be used as a great tool in your career,
but your waves of emotion can also prove
challenging at times, especially when it comes
to staying focused. It is not uncommon for this
placement to be caught in a daydream or find
that your productivity really ebbs and flows in
spurts. Your creativity is unbounded, and you
are often sought out for fresh ideas and
innovative perspectives. Below are a few
fantastic new economy career choices that
would suit the owner of this powerful
combination.
Psychic Healer
Womb Awakening Healer – Supporting
Women
Divine Healing Artist – Art Therapist
Spiritual Coach/ Shaman

Economic Forecast for Cancer in 2nd and Pisces Midheaven in the 10th
*Channeled message for the new economy*
You represent the new feminine economy, no matter your gender – it’s the way you
tune into your emotions and intuition that makes you so powerful in these times and
brings a new balance back to the feminine polarity, which has been out of balance for
so long. As the world shifts and we prepare for the new earth, special souls like yours
make the journey possible. Your tender care and loving heart allow people to feel safe
to journey into the unknown depths while still feeling protected. You are a sacred
innovator who creates from a divine connection that expresses itself through art and
a healing touch. Your waves and depth are to be celebrated, as you possess the skills
to navigate the rough seas. Your gift is in your surrendering and your ability to work
with the divine in a nurturing way that emanates the vibration of love. Keep creating
and building community with those you love, as your energy is even more powerful
when you yourself feel nurtured and familiar with those around you. We are grateful
to have your kind on the planet during these times.

simple-va.com

Productivity
by The
Midheaven

@simple.vbm
BY
RENSKE
ENSING

Characteristics
Cancer (Water) Midheavens tend to be very in tune with their emotions,
allowing them to be compassionate and understanding leaders. A balanced
Cancer midheaven’s career mixes plenty of creativity with a deep desire to
help people. Not taking criticism personally and seeing it as an opportunity
to learn is something the Cancer Midheaven can have difficulty with.
Productivity Tips
JOURNAL! This is a no-brainer, but when you feel as deeply as most
Cancer Midheavens, you want a healthy output for all those feelings. It
helps you realize that feelings are not facts and can put things into
perspective. A tool that could help get you started is The Artist Way.
Set up automation for recurring tasks, like scheduling calls. Automations
free up brainpower, which you can use for complicated tasks. Use a tool
like Calendly to do the heavy lifting for you.
Energy track. Please keep track of which tasks are giving you energy and
draining it. Once you have collected some data, you can review it, and
you will be able to connect dots on activities, days, times or even
locations that made you feel good and those that made you feel not so
good. With that data in mind, you can take the appropriate actions.
Water in productivity is all about
Here are a few ways to increase (+) or
systems, templates, and going with the decrease (-) your air element.
flow. Because the water element is so
fluid, it risks flowing from one thing to + Set an intention at the start of your day
the next without reflecting on the job.
+ Drink enough during the day; put a bottle
When the water element is balanced,
on your desk
they smartly use technology, automating + Listen to peaceful music
where possible, and they set aside an
- Good = good enough; perfect doesn’t exist
appropriate amount of time for a review - When frozen, move your body
of your day/week or month.
- Schedule your review time

These water runes
represent the Cancer
characteristics of
Sensitive, Nostalgic,
Nurturing and
Protective.

This bindrune
contains
the following
runes:

Naudhiz: General
interpretation: The
Norns, goddesses of
creation who create the
material world by
weaving the Wyrd or
web. My interpretation:
Being of service to
others

The word "rune" means "to carve or to cut." The origins of runes used as a form of divination date from
approximately 150 CE to 1100 CE in Northern Europe. After 1100 CE, they were replaced by the Latin
writing system with the incoming colonization of Rome.
When we study the runes, we do not only come across linguistic patterns representing practical
information such as accounts of dates and names; we also come across "non-linguistic" inscriptions
which represent magical symbolism and incantations of protections, blessings or curses."
Source: https://www.kornevall.com/post/unearthing-ancient-magic-in-the-runes-messages-with-hiddensymbols-and-powerful-numbers
There is another layer of personal interpretation of the rune by the person who casts the rune. It is
unveiled through extensive work with the runes over time. Therefore, the runic interpretations are
mentioned here, after working with the runes on the four elements and specific zodiac signs.

Hagalaz: Between the 2
worlds, potential energy
My interpretation: Using
emotions as a
regenerative force
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@kp_hartman
Water is the flow of Emotions.

If you’ve ever gone cliff diving, you’ll know there is a moment sometime
before hitting the water and after your feet have left the earth. This splitsecond moment can feel like an eternity, like a cartoon character
suspended in the air, awaiting the moment they realize their predicament
before falling. And then there’s the next second where you hit the water,
except it’s not exactly like hitting the water. It’s more like the water gives
way to your weight, opening around you, cocooning you in its deep, dark,
womb-like pressure. There is perfect silence in the few moments your arms
have as they pull you to the surface and your lungs scream for air. I long to
live there a moment longer before the sounds of the world come rushing
back when my head resurfaces.
Water is a beautiful, strange combination of soft and strong. It calls us to
turn towards intuition and our emotions for information and decisionmaking. It is also the life force that breathes within us. Someone with a lot
of water in their chart will be seen as emotional, but they tend to be in
better touch with their emotions and the emotions of others around them.
Empathetic to a fault, they can often get overwhelmed by other people’s
feelings. As a result, water signs often seek a sense of emotional safety, a
place where their emotions can be expressed freely and openly. As
romantic as this may seem, water still needs a container to help give it
structure and shape. Without that, it can quickly move from a life-giving
and life-affirming force to a drowning one.*
*IMPORTANT: The traits of any sign are patterns of observed behavior. Elements of the description above can
also reflect the behaviors of someone who developed a sense of hypervigilance as a result of having an unreliable
or unstable caregiver or experiencing a trauma. While the behavior pattern of a water sign can often present the
same way, these things are fundamentally different. One is a natural inclination that can shift and sway
depending on a variety of factors, and the other is a trauma response. Understand and treat them accordingly.

Balancing Your Water

A massage therapist once said to me, ‘Your body feels like stone. When will
you remember you are made of water?’ His words continue to echo in me
whenever I find my body or mind becoming rigid in its thinking or unable
to engage on an emotional level. I’ve learned to ask myself, ‘What do you
need to feel safe enough to remember you are made of water?’ Sometimes
the answer is clarity; sometimes, it’s the physical presence of a loved and
trusted other; sometimes, it’s a long run or a yoga class. Sometimes it’s
something else altogether.
When water is unbalanced, you can often feel overwhelmed by your
emotions, unable to identify them, and confused about how to deal with
them. Your skin may feel raw or like your seams are about to burst open.
Your body may feel incredibly fragile, and you’ll want to hide under a
blanket or create another container from the world. Conversely, you can
also feel rigid and rock hard, unable or unwilling to tap into your emotional
self. Your body will be tense, the muscles in your back full of knots, but
you’ll be so out of touch with your body you may not even notice it.
But when water is in balance, it has a seemingly unearthly quality. You’ll be
able to flow like a river, be flexible but true to yourself, embrace your
emotions but not be ruled by the emotions of others, and shower the world
with the compassion and empathy that naturally exists within you.
Balancing water often means reconnecting on a mind-body-heart level and
finding a little extra earth to keep you grounded. You can:
1. Practice a Three-Point Check-in. These are quick three-minute
meditations in which you stop, take a few deep breaths, and ask yourself
the following questions:
a. How is my mind? (What kind of thoughts am I having?)
b. How is my body? (What are the physical sensations I’m
experiencing?)
c. How is my heart? (What am I feeling emotionally?)
The goal is to observe initially. There’s no need to justify or explain them
away. If there’s something you would like to act on, something helpful, do
that next. Maybe you feel thirsty or hungry; getting something to eat or
drink is your next best step. Perhaps you’re feeling overwhelmed by your
to-do list. Taking five minutes to re-prioritize might serve you well. The
goal is to notice first and act next but never to judge.
1. Get an earthy coach or mentor. Earthy people are great at providing
containers for watery people. The grounded, decisive nature of earth
meets the flow and force of water equally. Having a coach or mentor
with a lot of earth could help you learn how to create containers for
yourself and give space for your emotional-problem solving style.
2. Nurture your inner artist. Water is the element of creativity. If you feel
like you have too much water going on, let some out through a creative
pursuit. And if you feel like you lack water right now, coax it out with a
blank page and an innovative technique you don’t play with often.
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@kp_hartman
Mind Like Water
Bruce Lee may have achieved feats that seem otherworldly or
inhuman. He did this partly by understanding his body was made of
water. He learned how to use it within the space provided to him.
When he said, ‘be like water’, he was expressing the lessons water
teaches. Water teaches us to flow, be flexible, and adapt to our
environment and the things we need to do.
It also teaches us to embrace our emotions and intuition. Emotions
and feelings are information and data points. The water element in
Cancer mainly teaches us to pay attention to what our emotions are
trying to tell us, to embrace and engage with them, and to act on
them. In doing so, we develop the clarity of a clear pool on a windless
day. Our minds become like water.

Water in Cancer

Cancers are sentimental to a fault. Ruled by emotions and feelings,
they move through the world much like a river. At times they run
smooth and calm; other times, it is hectic and chaotic. The water
element is a force not to be underestimated - just as it gives life and
soothes, it can also be overwhelming and drowning.
This comes out the most in Cancers with the rapid swing of their
emotions. They feel deep and assume you feel just as much as they do.
As a result, they get a little confused when you don’t seem to get it or
aren’t able to empathize with them as much as they’d like.
You can tell a Cancer just by walking into their home - it’s a cozy
place, often full of eclectic artwork and completely them. It’s meant to
be a little sanctuary and a physical manifestation of their need for
security and comfort.

Working with a Cancer

Give them a safe place to express their best and most authentic
selves, and you won’t be sorry. In this place, they not only do
their best work, but they’ll reinforce the safety net they want
for you too.
But Cancers do not tolerate mistreatment well due to their
emotional inclinations. They will take a slight personally, which
makes interacting with high-fire folks challenging. Cancers
absolutely would benefit from working on emotional regulation,
but that doesn’t excuse the rest of us from not working on our
own empathy skills. In fact, working with a Cancer is an
excellent opportunity to practice your empathetic
communication skills.
Additionally, Cancers tend to make decisions based on feeling
and intuition. That trait serves them well, but they may struggle
to collect complex data or track KPIs. Fortunately, they’re also
adaptive beings and can get there - it just happens to be a steep
learning curve. They may need a little support with creating
external structures.
Like the reflective nature of water, Cancers don’t just reflect
their own emotions but those around them. When they’re
balanced, this trait makes them great mediators and problemsolvers as they strive to balance the needs of everyone involved
well.
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Photographer
Instagram: @taylorgrantphoto / @lovetaylorgrantphoto
taylorgrantphoto.com
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TASTE OF
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BY
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OLINYK

Can you believe that I’ve only ever dated Cancers? There is something
About their energy I just love. They are the deepest feelers and super
Nurturing, which I didn’t even know I needed for the longest time. The
Crab also signifies their love for water, but really, Cancers are a wide,
Expansive lake when it comes to their feelings. Being with a Cancer
Really feels like there is an emotional support puppy with you at all times.
Right-In-The-Feels Sweet and Savoury Toast
serves 2 cancers in love
Ingredients:
2 ripe apricots or peaches, diced
½ cup blackberries
¼ cup blueberries
2 fresh figs (or 6 dried dates), quartered
1 small piece of ginger, peeled and minced fine
½ clove garlic, minced fine
1 tbsp honey or maple syrup
1 tsp sherry vinegar
pinch of salt
½ cup watercress or arugula
2 tbsp cream cheese or vegan cashew cheese (plain)
2 thick-cut slices of really good sourdough
1 tsp butter
1 tbsp pumpkin seeds
1 tbsp sunflower seeds
½ tsp olive oil
pinch of Chinese five-spice

Method:
First, make the fruit mix. Wash all fruit and place berries in a bowl. Add to the bowl the figs and the apricot.
Gently mash with a fork until still very chunky, but just to bruise the fruit a little.
Add the ginger, garlic, maple, vinegar and sprinkle of salt. Stir well and let sit 10-15 minutes.
Mix the pumpkin and sunflower seeds in a second bowl with a dash of olive oil, a sprinkle of salt and a tiny
pinch of five-spice. Stir and set aside.
Meanwhile, butter the bread and place it in a frying pan (or on the grill!) on medium-high heat for 3-4
minutes per side, or until it gets lightly browned and crisps up.
Spread a thick layer of cashew or cream cheese on the bread while it is warm. Divide the watercress between
both slices, and top with the fruit salsa, followed by the seeds.
When eating, close your eyes and inhale each bite. Feel the individual textures, the sweetness, the tartness. If
you’re with a Cancer, when you eat this, wait for tears to fall.

www.letyodacookforyou.com

@yodaskitchen

www.taylorgrantphoto.com

@taylorgrantphoto
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2 OUNCES OF EMPRESS GIN
@EMPRESSGIN

EMPRESS GIN

MIXOLOGY OF

THE

INSPIRED BY

(for it's brilliant Indigo
shade)
3 OUNCES OF TONIC WATER
(We love Fever Tree)
HANDFUL OF BLACKBERRIES
Muddle your blackberries
then add your liquids and
add cucumber for garnish
and pizzazz.

The Tuscarora Seer on Etsy

Cancer
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BY
MAE
GREEN

Reading

Cancer’s nurturing energy invites us to embrace our feelings in order to make better decisions so that we reach
our creative and entrepreneurial goals. Use this guide to examine what is holding you back so you can nurture
your efforts fully.

Aries - 4 of Cups
Apathy. Focus on the deeper meaning of
projects to reconnect with purpose. Listen to
your inner voice as you truthfully examine why
you do what you do. Open up to welcome new
opportunities.
Taurus - Ace of Swords Reversed
Confusion. Lost in a haze of options and
distractions makes it difficult to decide where to
take your ideas. Set SMART goals (specific,
measurable, achievable, realistic, and timebound), regain clarity, and achieve success.
Gemini - 9 of Wands reversed
Defensiveness. Taking criticism is the challenge.
Overcome inner fears about your passion project
by asking for support. Make a plan for positive
self-talk. Resilience and inner courage help you
keep fighting.
Cancer - 8 of Pentacles Reversed
Anxiety. Perfectionism breeds frustration. Leave
tiny details, step back, and look at the big
picture. Why you are really doing what you are?
Practice surrendering to the beauty of the art of
imperfection.
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Leo - Knight of Wands
Impulsivity. There is no shortage of passion for
your project but a solid plan must ground you.
Curtail your enthusiasm (just a bit) and make
sure everything you do aligns with your project
goals. Wait and evaluate.
Virgo - Knight of Pentacles Reversed
Boredom. The daily grind is stifling your
creativity. Make space to innovate for success.
Balance mundane activities with what makes you
sparkle. Do something different to invite exciting
opportunities.
Libra - The Hermit Reversed
Loneliness. Stay connected to others. Seek out
likeminded individuals to reinvigorate your goals.
Help others meet their needs while meeting your
own.
Scorpio - 5 of Wands
Tension. Competition can motivate you but
feeling on edge about others can limit your
progress. Find a constructive environment to
encourage focus, clear communication, and
positive contributions. Work together.

Sagittarius - The High Priestess Reversed
Nervousness. Hidden agendas and gossip may
put you off kilter. Meditate to connect with your
intuition. Open and honest conversations root
out secrets. Trust your inner self to guide you
to success.
Capricorn - Ace of Cups
Compassion. Your heart is open, loving
connections abound, and you give freely.
Unfortunately, helping everyone else first
makes it hard to get things done. Portion out
that loving energy, include yourself, and
complete your project.

Aquarius - 4 of Swords Reversed
Exhaustion. A desire to finish everything now is
burning you out. Take a silent retreat to
nurture your creativity. Stop checking social
media, turn off your phone, and withdraw for a
time to recharge.
Pisces - 8 of Swords
Helplessness. Feeling trapped with no real
options requires you to address your limiting
beliefs. Open yourself up to offers of help. Seek
alternative resources. Do not fall into the victim
mentality, you have got this! Take back your
power, you do have choices.
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